About the "International Arrest Warrant".....

By Anna Von Reitz

About the "International Arrest Warrant" issued by "Reign of Heaven" Society, against me and my
husband and the Government of The United States of America ---- another bogus entity pretending
to be "the" American Government, based on the purchase of documents related to the defunct
Scottish Corporation formed 1868 and operated "as" The United States of America,
Incorporated---- at a Naval Auction, no less ---- it is all 100% Bushwah, having no cause, no basis,
and no affect so long as everyone who is anyone keeps their heads screwed on and reality firmly
in view.
There is one actual Federation of States doing business as The United States of America. It is an
unincorporated Holding Company formed September 9, 1776; it is privately held by the States and
People of this country, and has never been incorporated. This is another example of British Crown
guile in action --- a gross breach of trust and infringement upon our copyrights, names, and
trademarks without our knowledge or consent.
Keith Livingway, the leader of this quasi-religious group, is a whackjob who has been in and out of
Federal Prison for decades and who was forced to leave this country and live offshore to avoid
arrest. He went to a Naval Sales Yard Auction, bought the aforementioned items once belonging to
the defunct Scottish Corporation, and thought that he was thereby made King of the World, and
America, too.
Next, he got "religion" and plagiarized the work of Frank O'Collins and shamelessly abused another
man's work for his own purposes (shamelessly took credit for it all, too) to create the completely
elitist and whackjob "Reign of Heaven Society".
They closed membership in 2012 in honor of the "End of the World" predicted (they said) by the
Mayan Calendar. That means that you, Bubba, can never truly be a member in their elitist little
group, because you were not "called" to their banner and subtly extorted into signing their
contracts by December 21, 2012.
It turns out that the Mayan Calendar did not, does not, and will never predict any such thing. It
also turns out that these people are nuts. Ignorant nuts, too, as they are continuing to rely upon
documents created by pirates as the basis of their supposed authority and ownership interest.
So, however "official" all their documents and prognostications may appear, its all just more
crappola, wrapped up in a different piece of paper. Sorry to bother everyone to pay any attention
whatsoever to their nonsense, even for the purpose of debunking it.
If anyone needs to be arrested, its the heirs of that Scottish Corporate Interloper and all those who
attempt to form commercial corporations "in our names" for the purpose of identity theft,
copyright and trademark and patent infringement, constructive fraud, credit fraud, and other
nefarious purposes.
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